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Museums, mausoleums and muniments rooms: 

Letting in the light on university collections 
 

John Simons 

 

When the invitation to address this conference arrived I was at first loathe to accept it for two 

reasons. Firstly, I know little about museums other than as a visitor. Secondly, I was concerned 

that what I might have to say would not be appropriate for a group of museum professionals 

who are entirely devoted to the development and protection of museums of all kinds. It is 

true that in my current institution (Macquarie University) I do, as Deputy Vice-Chancellor 

Academic,  have Executive carriage of policy and governance of the university’s various 

museums and collections which range from a very significant art collection and the biggest 

collection of ancient silver and gold coinage in the southern hemisphere through a small but 

well-founded museum of ancient cultures to less formal science collections and living 

collections such as the arboretum, the Indian spice garden and bush tucker garden. So I was 

persuaded to accept the invitation on this basis – whether this was wise the reader may now 

judge as the audience for the original brief lecture were able to do at the conference itself. 

There appear to be five main reasons why universities might wish to host museum and 

collections: 

1. The artefacts provide support to the university’s research and educational mission 

2. The university is a cultural institution in its own right and cultural institutions might be 

reasonably expected to have their own collections 

3. Collections, especially art collections, offer ways of adorning the university and projecting an 

atmosphere of culture and refinement 

4. Collections can emerge because of bequests or donations which are diplomatically accepted 

in the hope of further philanthropic giving  

5. Collections can offer an investment opportunity 
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Although this list is certainly not exhaustive it probably covers most of the sub-variants of 

corporate rationale and is presented in descending order of  respectability with the 

disinterested pursuit of enlightenment at the top and the highly partial pursuit of money at 

the bottom. I imagine that very few university collections would emerge out of reason 5. 

Around the world the hundreds of university collections, of every shape and size, represent a 

massive accumulation of objects and cultural capital which is to a greater or lesser extent 

available to the general public. This public has, in many cases, actually bought the items 

through their tax dollars and although most universities make some effort to open up their 

collections to more or less limited public access the fact remains that large quantities of 

material rarely see the light of day even within the university itself and certainly not to a wider 

public. This is a cause for concern as universities (unless they are entirely private) have a duty 

and a responsibility to serve the communities which fund them and to make available the 

amenities and cultural treasures that they have at their disposal. 

And here we arrive at the first big difficulty. It is one thing to acquire a collection or an 

individual work of art. It is another thing entirely to display it in suitable conditions, to store 

it safely, to make provision for its maintenance and restoration and to ensure that 

appropriately qualified people are available and dedicated to its curation. Every work of art 

or artefact that a university acquires comes with an on-going cost requirement and this can, 

in some case, become a cumulative burden which far outweighs the value (either physical or 

cultural of the object). Many universities underestimate the extent of the on-going costs 

associated with museums and collections and, in times of fiscal stringency or austerity, even 

those which do not may not make spending on the maintenance of collections a priority.  

This issue clearly causes anxiety in the world of professional museology and I am very struck 

by the language of two public declarations which address museum collections. The first is the 

Resolution of the University Museums and Collections Committee (UMAC) of the 

International Council of Museums (ICOM) which was promulgated on 14th August 2013 at an 

ICOM meeting in Rio de Janeiro: 

1. Collections held by universities internationally are an important part of university and 

world heritage. 
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2. These collections are irreplaceable and must not be dealt with purely as fungible, financial 

assets of the university that can be disposed of to meet financial needs. 

Therefore: 

3. These collections must be valued for the role they can play in preserving the history of 

universities and for the role they can play in current teaching and research at universities, as 

well as for educating the public. 

4. If a collection must be disposed of for any reason, it must be done in keeping with the 

professional standards of museums and the disciplines concerned. Any disposal of collection 

by a university must be done in consultation with, and on the advisement of, those experts 

who are responsible for the collection. 

5. It is the responsibility of a university to provide appropriate protection for collections that 

they hold in trust for their students and faculty and the world community, now and in the 

future. 

While no one could object to the language of clause 1, clause 2 is rather extraordinary for a 

number of reasons. Firstly it is clearly not true that any collection is irreplaceable – for 

example, a collection of twentieth-century art might have a Picasso but if that Picasso were 

replaced by a different one, or even a Matisse, that would not necessarily mean that the 

collection was irreplaceable. Secondly, if a university opted to sell a piece it would not cease 

to exist – it would just be in a different collection. Thirdly, a university (like any other collector) 

might sell a piece and then acquire it again later. So I can see no sense in which any collection 

is irreplaceable. The notion that any object – however culturally valuable – cannot be 

disposed of by its owner to meet a financial need is simply silly especially as it appears to be 

based on the entirely false premise that selling something in some way destroys it. The 

wording also seems to me to confuse the self-identity of a single object - which may be 

irreplaceable if it were, say, lost at sea – and the collective identity of a group of objects as a 

collection. 

Clauses 3 and 5 are unexceptional although the language of coercion (‘must’) is never 

attractive. And, of course, the whole problem is that whatever pious hopes about the 

compulsory duty of universities to care for collections might be expressed the fact is that most 

universities can’t afford to do this anymore and would, in fact, be acting in a deeply 
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irresponsible manner if they did not allocate funding to their students when money is tight. 

It is also interesting that the ‘them and us’ mentality of the declaration is so engrained that 

there is, apparently, a difference between ‘universities’ and ‘students and faculty’. 

Clause 4 returns us to the culturally fetishized and ideological language of clause 2. It is 

interesting to note that although the resolution has sternly admonished universities about 

the impossibility of disposing of collections it now admits that sales might happen. The 

question of the ‘experts’ responsible is a poignant one. It makes a big assumption about the 

capacity of even wealthy universities to maintain their collections and my guess is that in most 

situations these experts boil down to one hard pressed general curator who may or may not 

have any expertise in the relevant market whatever his or her knowledge of the artefacts 

themselves might be. Any responsible university seeking to maximise an asset sale would 

always use the services of market-oriented agents to ensure the best price which is, after all, 

the best way of serving the university. 

The UMAC Resolution is clearly well-meaning but doesn’t constitute much more than a 

generous slice of apple pie located in a Manichean world where delicate treasures are cared 

for by underdogs who constantly have to defend themselves against the uneducated and 

unfeeling corporate barony of the university management. In other words, it offers no 

realistic guidance to universities or to museum professionals as they try mutually to negotiate 

the best ways to support collections in an environment of sharp competition for limited 

resources. 

The Declaration of Halle adopted by the European organisation Universeum in 20001 offers a 

somewhat less colourful account of the duties of universities in respect of museums: 

Academic Heritage and Universities - Responsibility and Public Access 

Universities must acknowledge their wide cultural roles. Academic collections and museums 

provide special opportunities for experiencing and participating in the life of the University. 

These collections serve as active resources for teaching and research as well as unique and 

irreplaceable historical records. In particular, the collections of the oldest European 

universities provide windows for the public on the role of the university in helping to define 

and interpret our cultural identity. By valuing and promoting this shared academic heritage, 
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our institutions demonstrate a commitment to the continued use of these resources by a 

broad public. 

Notice that the language of coercion and the idea that collections are ‘irreplaceable’ is in 

common with the UMAC resolution but the idea that universities should use their resources 

to teach and research and open their collections up to the public is much more explicitly 

stated. Of course, the programme which accompanies the Declaration is part of a funding bid 

to EU-Program Culture 2000 so the public which largely paid for the collections in the first 

place and continues to pay for their maintenance through the tax euro element of university 

revenue is to be asked to pay again through the subsidy of taxpayer funded EU grant. A very 

cosy arrangement for everyone but the taxpayer one might think. 

However, the long suffering and necessarily deep pocketed taxpayer will, apparently, have 

the consolation of seeing though a window onto the role of the university and the shared 

academic heritage it represents. This really is rhetoric at its most fanciful. There is no such 

thing as a shared European academic heritage and - whatever the bland hopes of the EU to 

reduce the rich diversity of Europeans into a compliant herd directed by wise professional 

politicians and bureaucrats - the differences between European countries and institutions 

remain, thankfully, far more significant than the similarities. And the oldest Universities of 

Europe have never played a role in helping to define and promote cultural identity. For most 

of their history they have functioned as bastions of exclusivity defining themselves very 

precisely against what most people prefer and believe.  

So given the failure of the international organisations to provide any credible guidance on the 

future of university museums (besides proposing further depredations on the tax payer) what 

can be done to maintain and develop these valuable assets in the realities of the world post- 

GFC and the choices that are made on a daily basis regarding the custodianship of cultural 

assets? 

If a university needed to raise $1 million and had no way of raising it as extra revenue should 

it: 

a) Sell a painting 

b) Make a group of staff redundant 

c) Reduce its investment in the student hardship fund? 
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That is the day-to-day reality at its most naked and although things are rarely as black and 

white as I am portraying them in this somewhat mischievous example the principle that all 

spending decisions represent more or less considered priorities holds good as does the brutal 

fact that in stringent times any organisation – university or not – will tend to direct funding 

into its core business at the expense of everything else. With notable exceptions museums 

and collections are seen, rightly or wrongly, as supplementary to core business although the 

value represented in the holding constitutes an on-going spending priority which does have a 

significant impact on the viability of the core. 

So how can we assure the future and how can we shift the museum and collection more firmly 

towards the centre of core business. Here are some prescriptions: 

1. Don’t deploy the rhetoric by which cultural assets are seen as intrinsically more valuable than 

or different from other assets. That merely draws attention to the idea that collections might 

not be core business and, in any case, it isn’t true. 

2. Ensure that a very senior member of the university has responsibility for museums and 

collections and will speak for them round the executive table –this is almost a sine qua non. 

3. Develop an acquisitions policy and de-accessioning policy which demonstrates that the 

collection can be self-managed and self-sustaining. 

4. Develop, along with the philanthropic giving arm of the institution, a coherent programme 

for donations. The best source of funding for arts activities of any kind is and has always been 

private philanthropy there is absolutely no reason why the state, acting as the tax payer’s 

proxy, should make any special case for bailing out university museums and galleries when 

ensuring decent support for students is difficult enough (see the mini-quiz on spending 

priorities above). 

5. Keep a lively programme of exhibitions and activities going so that the collections are seen as 

an organic part of the life of the university. 

I suggested above that well-ordered and well-founded museums and collections relate 

directly to the core educational and research missions of the university and to the 

responsibility of universities to engage with their community stakeholders and funders. In this 

sense collections are clearly aspects of the core business of the university and it is on that 

basis that they should be defended. However, it should also be borne in mind that universities 

have the responsibility to be fiscally prudent as only careful management of spending 
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priorities enables the sustainability of the organisation and its service role –‘No money, no 

mission’ as a  Vice Chancellor I once served under of used to say. 

My view is that universities are enhanced by the museums and collections and that the 

potential of such entities for contributing to core missions has by no means been fully 

exploited. It is also – as will have become clear – that there is nothing special about collections 

per se and that they should be able to state their case on the firm ground of university mission 

and strategy and not on ideologically motivated appeals to an exceptional status. 

 Note 

1. In April 2000, the representatives of collections and museums of twelve European 
universities assembled at Halle agreed to found a network, "Academic Heritage and 
Universities". The Universeum Project guidelines were presented in The Declaration 
of Halle (16 April 2000). 

 

 

 


